MEDIA STATEMENT

SHORTAGE OF WATER AT MALAMULELE HOSPITAL

02 March 2020

There was shortage of water at Malamulele Hospital which led to the protests by employees within the Hospital on the 27th February 2020. Vhembe District Municipality sent technicians to investigate the cause of water shortage.

Technicians for both institutions investigated the matter and it was discovered that the valve that belongs to the Hospital was full with water but failed to allow water to pass through then after the cleaning of the valve then water started to flow to their reservoirs.

The valve which was blocked belongs to the Hospital as Vhembe District Municipality we are committed on the provision of water to all areas.

During the meeting held on the 2nd March 2020 at Malamulele Hospital it was agreed to improve communication between the two institutions and also that the Hospital should always monitor their water infrastructure.
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